Abstract. We consider a pencil of matrix Sturm-Liouville operators on a finite interval. We study properties of its spectral characteristics and inverse problems that consist in recovering of the pencil by the spectral data: eigenvalues and so-called weight matrices. This inverse problem is reduced to a linear equation in a Banach space by the method of spectral mappings. Constructive algorithm for the solution of the inverse problem is provided.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the boundary value problem L = L(ℓ, U, V ) for the equation
with the boundary conditions 
Here Y (x) = [y k (x)] k=1,m is a column vector, ρ is the spectral parameter, I is the m × m unit matrix, Q s (x) = [Q s,jk (x)] j,k=1,m are m × m matrices with entries Q s,jk (x) ∈ W Let Φ(x, ρ) = [Φ jk (x, ρ)] j,k=1,m be the matrix solution of equation (1) under the conditions U(Φ) = I, V (Φ) = 0. We call Φ(x, ρ) the Weyl solution for L. Put M(ρ) := Φ(0, ρ). The matrix M(ρ) = [M jk (ρ)] j,k=1,m is called the Weyl matrix for L. The notion of the Weyl matrix is a generalization of the notion of the Weyl function (m-function) for the scalar case (see [19, 20] ) and the notion of the Weyl matrix for the matrix Sturm-Liouville operator (see [14, 15] ).
We will prove the following properties of spectral characteristics of L.
Theorem 1.
The pencil L has a countable set of eigenvalues; (i) they can be numbered (counting with their multiplicities) to satisfy the following asymptotics as |n| → ∞: ρ nq = n + ω q + O n −1 , n ∈ w := {±0, ±1, ±2, . . . }, q = 1, m, ω q ∈ [0, 1);
(ii) for some sufficiently large N, all the eigenvalues ρ nq , |n| ≥ N, are real. The poles of the Weyl matrix M(ρ) coincide with the eigenvalues of L; for some sufficiently large N, (iii) the poles at ρ nq , |n| ≥ N, are simple; (iv) the weight matrices α nq := Res ρ=ρnq M(ρ) satisfy the asymptotics s∈Jq α ns m ns = 1
and rank α nq = m nq . Here m nq are the multiplicities of the eigenvalues ρ nq , J q = {s : ω q = ω s } and W, I q are some m × m matrices (see notation before Lemma 6 for details).
Some of these properties were proved in [21] but for the matrix differential pencil with other boundary conditions, independent of the spectral parameter. Moreover, we need here more precise asymptotics for the recovery of the pencil.
The properties, established in Theorem 1, are analogous to the ones for self-adjoint matrix Sturm-Liouville operators, but only for sufficiently large eigenvalues. The pencil can have a finite number of nonreal eigenvalues and multiple poles of the Weyl matrix, even when the coefficients satisfy (II). This is possible even in the scalar case (m = 1).
Example. Let m = 1, h 1 = H 1 = h 0 = H 0 = 0, Q 1 (x) = −ip, Q 0 (x) = q, where p and q are real constants. Clearly, conditions (I) and (II) are fulfilled. So we have a scalar boundary value problem y ′′ + (ρ 2 + 2ρp + q)y = 0, y ′ (0) = y ′ (π) = 0.
Its eigenvalues are the roots of the equations ρ 2 + 2ρp + q = n 2 , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Obviously, these equations can have nonreal roots. Now suppose p = q = 0. Then one can easily calculate the Weyl function M(ρ) = cos ρπ ρ sin ρπ . Clearly, the eigenvalue ρ = 0 is a double pole of M(ρ).
For convenience, renumerate the eigenvalues {ρ nq } |n|<N by {ρ n } n=1,K . Denote by m n the multiplicity of ρ n as a pole of M(ρ) (then we assume ρ n = ρ n+1 = · · · = ρ n+mn−1 ). Let S = {n ∈ [1, K] : n = 1 or ρ n−1 = ρ n }. It is easy to show that the Weyl matrix admits the following representation:
where α n , n = 1, K, are some m × m matrices.
In case of multiple eigenvalues, the same weight matrices α nq will be counted multiple times. To avoid this problem, we divide the weight matrices in (4) and (5) by the multiplicities m nq .
We call the data SD := {ρ n , α n } n=1,K ∪ {ρ nq , α nq } |n|≥N,q=1,m the spectral data of the pencil L. This notion generalizes the notion of spectral data for scalar pencils (see [8] ). According to (5) , the spectral data determine the Weyl matrix uniquely. Therefore, the inverse problem by the Weyl matrix, studied in [17] , is equivalent to the following one.
Inverse Problem 1. Given spectral data SD, construct the coefficients of the pencil L.
Thus, in this paper we develop a constructive solution of Inverse Problem 1. The analogous results for the scalar case were obtained in [7, 8] for pencils with arbitrary complex-valued potentials. However, in our paper we put an additional restriction (II) on the coefficients of the pencil, in order to guarantee the simplicity of the poles of the Weyl matrix at large eigenvalues and to work with asymptotics of the corresponding residues. The scalar case is easier from this point of view, because in the scalar case asymptotic formula (3) yields the separation of the eiganvalues for large n, so the poles of the Weyl function are automatically simple. In the matrix case, there can be infinitely many groups of multiple eigenvalues, and the general situation is very difficult for investigation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we study the properties of the spectral characteristics of L, crucial for our method of recovery, and prove Theorem 1. In Section 3, following the ideas of the method of spectral mappings (see [19, 22] ) we choose a model pencilL and then by integration in the complex plane of the spectral parameter, reduce Inverse Problem 1 to a linear equation (see eq.(47) and Lemma 8) . In Section 4, this equation is transformed into the so-called main equation (57) in a specially constructed Banach space. We investigate the solvability of this equation (Theorems 2 and 3). As opposed to the similar equation for the Sturm-Liouville operator, the main equation for the pencil is uniquely solvable not for all x ∈ [0, π]. This difficulty appears even in the scalar case (see [7, 8] ). In Section 5, we provide an algorithm for the solution of Inverse Problem 1 "step by step", choosing a new model pencil at each step. We prove that our algorithm finds coefficients of L on the whole interval [0, π] after a finite number of steps. The algorithm, based on analogous ideas, was developed earlier for the matrix pencil on the half-line [16] . For simplicity, we work under the assumption N = 0, i.e. all the eigenvalues and weight matrices satisfy properties (ii), (iii) of Theorem 1. In Section 6, we show how to work with multiple poles of the Weyl matrix. We provide necessary modifications of the main equation and, finally, arrive at the solution of the inverse problem in the general case.
Notation. Below along with
where Z is a row vector, andL * , formed in an obvious way. We agree that if a symbol γ denotes an object related to L thenγ, γ * andγ * denote the corresponding objects related toL, L * ,L * , respectively. We mention once more that the conjugate transpose is denoted by †.
We consider the space of complex m-vectors C m with the norm
the space of complex m × m matrices C m×m with the corresponding induced norm
and the Hilbert space L 2 ((0, π), C m ) of m-vectors with entries from L 2 (0, π) with the following scalar product and the corresponding norm:
In estimates and asymptotics, we use the same symbol C for different constants independent of x, ρ, etc, and τ := Im ρ.
Properties of spectral characteristics
Let ϕ(x, ρ) = [ϕ jk (x, ρ)] j,k=1,m and S(x, ρ) = [S jk (x, ρ)] j,k=1,m be the matrix solutions of equation (1) under the initial conditions
Introduce the matrix functions P + (x) and P − (x) as the solutions of the Cauchy problems
When condition (II) holds, they satisfy the relations
It was proved in [17] , that for x ∈ [0, π], ν = 0, 1, as |ρ| → ∞:
The pencil L has a countable set of eigenvalues. They can be numbered (counting with their multiplicities) in such a way that the eigenvalues have the following asymptotics as |n| → ∞:
Proof. It is clear that the eigenvalues of the pencil L coincide with the zeros of the characteristic function det V (ϕ). This function is entire and has an at most countable set of zeros. By (9) ,
where
It follows from (7) and (II), that det P − (π), det (I + H 1 ) and det (I − H 1 ) are nonzero. Therefore the eigenvalues coincide with the zeros of the analytic function of the form
The function ∆ 0 (ρ) := det exp(iρπ)I − exp(−iρπ)A has zeros
ln µ q , µ q are the eigenvalues of the matrix A. Since by (7) and (II) the matrices P − (π),
are unitary, the matrix A is also unitary. Its eigenvalues are simple and have the form µ q = e iϕq , where ϕ q can be chosen in the interval [0, 2π). Consequently, ω q = ϕq 2π ∈ [0, 1). Consider the circles γ nq with the centers ρ 0 nq and radii equal to δ, such that
where the infimum is taken over all n,
, m for sufficiently large |n|. Therefore we can apply Rouche's theorem to the analytic functions ∆ 0 (ρ) and ∆(ρ) − ∆ 0 (ρ) in the circle γ nq and conclude that ∆(ρ) has the same number of zeros as ∆ 0 (ρ) in this circle. As δ tends to zero, we get
Since the matrix A is unitary, it can be represented in the form
Substituting (13) and (14) into (12), we get
Since M is diagonal, we conclude that
Consider the contour Γ R = {ρ : |ρ| = R} with a sufficiently large R, that does not contain points ρ 0 nq . Apply Rouche's theorem to it to the functions (iρ) m ∆(ρ) and (iρ) m ∆ 0 (ρ). As a result, det V (ϕ) has the same number of zeros as (iρ) m ∆ 0 (ρ) inside this contour, and together with (13) and (15) this yields the assertion of the Lemma.
Lemma 2. The following relation holds
Proof. We will use the notation [I] = I + O(|ρ| −1 ). According to (9) ,
Using (7), we derive
. (17) Integrating by parts, we obtain
and analogously,
Now it is clear that (16) follows from (17).
Lemma 3. Starting from some number N, all the eigenvalues ρ nq , |n| ≥ N, q = 1, m, are real.
Proof. Let ρ 0 be an eigenvalue and Y (x, ρ 0 ) be a corresponding eigenvector for the pencil L.
Consider the scalar product in
Integrating by parts, we get
Every eigenvector can be represented in the form
where C ϕ (ρ 0 ) is a constant column vector, it can be chosen so that C ϕ (ρ 0 ) = 1.
It follows from (9) and (18), that when |ρ 0 | → ∞ by the set of eigenvalues,
uniformly with respect to x ∈ [0, π].
It follows from (19) , that the numerator of this fraction is bounded. Lemma 2 helps us to prove that the denominator is bounded from below. Indeed, by positiveness of the matrix (
for sufficiently large |ρ 0 |. In fact, we have proved that the real parts σ of eigenvalues are bounded as |ρ 0 | → ∞. But this contradicts the asymptics from Lemma 1. Thus, τ = 0 for all eigenvalues, sufficiently large by their absolute value.
be the numerator of the fraction in (20) . Then
Note that by (20) ,
We conclude σ 2 + τ 2 = 0, so in this special case, all eigenvalues are real. Moreover, we note that (20) can hold only for ρ 0 = 0.
It is easy to check that
Consequently, M(ρ) is a meromorphic function and its poles coincide with the zeros of det V (ϕ), i.e. the eigenvalues {ρ nq }.
Lemma 4. The poles of the matrix function M(ρ) at ρ = ρ nq for sufficiently large |n| are simple.
Proof. We will prove that the matrix function (V (ϕ)) −1 has only simple poles at sufficiently large eigenvalues, using the following well-known fact (see [10, Lemma 2 
.2.1]):
If there do not exist two nonzero vectors a and b, such that
at some point ρ 0 , then ρ 0 is a simple pole of (V (ϕ))
In order to use this fact, we derive a formula for d dρ V (ϕ). In this proof, we assume that ρ is real. Let ψ(x, ρ) = [ψ jk (x, ρ)] j,k=1,m be a matrix solution of equation (1) under the initial conditions
In view of (II), ψ † (x, ρ) is a solution of the following equation
and consequently, the Wronskian ψ † (x, ρ), ϕ(x, ρ) does not depend on x. Therefore we calculate
Let ρ 0 be a real eigenvalue of L. Then
By (25) we have
Taking a limit as ρ tends to ρ 0 , we get
Every eigenvector Y (x, ρ 0 ), corresponding to the eigenvalue ρ 0 , has the form
where C ϕ and C ψ are some constant vectors. We can assume that C ϕ = 1. Using (26), we obtain (23), then a gives an eigenvector, i.e. a = C ϕ . On one hand, from the second relation of (23) we get
that is unbounded for sufficiently large |ρ 0 |. On the other hand, by (25) we have C †
We arrive at a contradiction, so for sufficiently large |ρ 0 |, the vectors a and b in (23) must be zero and the poles of (V (ϕ)) −1 are simple. Let m nq be the multiplicity of the eigenvalue ρ nq (as a zero of the analytic function det V (ϕ)). We consider the data α nq := Res ρ=ρnq M(ρ) and m nq only for sufficiently large |n|, for which the assertions of Lemmas 1,3 and 4 hold, so here we do not deal with non-simple poles.
Lemma 5. The ranks of the weight matrices α nq are equal to m nq for all such n, q that the corresponding poles of M(ρ) are simple.
The proof is similar to the one for the matrix Sturm-Liouville operator [14, Lemma 4] . In the following lemma, we split the eigenvalues into groups according to their asymptotics and sum all residues corresponding to a group. 
where W is the unitary matrix, defined in (14).
Proof. Using (8), we obtain
Substitute this and (10) into (22):
Finally, we get
where A was defined by (11) and
Introduce the matrix function
Let γ nq be the contours used in the proof of Lemma 1. They are circles with centers in ρ 0 nq = n + ω q and a sufficiently small fixed radius, such that ρ 
The residue theorem yields 1 2πi
Clearly, M 0 (ρ) has simple poles at ρ 0 nq , and using (14), we derive
Using the obvious relation µ −1 q I q M = I q and (29), we get
Together with (30) this yields the assertion of the Lemma.
Summarizing the results of the Lemmas, we arrive at Theorem 1. Note that there is a sufficiently wide class of pencils, for which assertions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1 are valid for all n ∈ w. Namely, (ii) holds for all eigenvalues when
In this case, (iii) is valid for all eigenvalues except zero. To make it valid for zero, we require additionally that F [Y ] > 0 for eigenvectors corresponding to ρ 0 = 0.
Contour integration
Assume that the spectral data SD of an unknown pencil L are given. At first, choose a model pencilL with the spectral data satisfying asymptotics (3) and (4) with the same constants as the data of L. This can be done by the following algorithm. Algorithm 1. Choice of a model pencil.
Construct M(ρ) via (5). Using (28), one can easily derive
Therefore, having M(ρ), we can obtain h 1 and seth 1 : = h 1 .
2. Find ω q from the asymptotics (3), µ q : = e 2πiωq , M := diag {µ q } q=1,m .
3. Construct J q and I q . From the asymptotics (4), using h 1 , find W † I q W . Note that
so we can constructÃ = A.
4. PutH 1 = 0. According to (11), we need to find such a potentialQ 1 (x), that
Try a constant anti-Hermitian matrix:
Then P ± (x) = exp(±T x), and we arrive at the matrix equation exp(2T π) = O. It can be easily solved, since the matrix O is unitary.
PutQ
Similarly to the scalar case (see [23, Lemma 3] ), one can obtain the following estimate
where C x is a constant depending on x.
Consider the block-matrix P(x, ρ) = [P jk (x, ρ)] j,k=1,2 defined by
Note that if Y satisfies (1) and Z satisfies (24) for the same ρ, then
Hence the Wronskian Z, Y does not depend on x. Consequently, using boundary conditions for ϕ, ϕ * , Φ and Φ * , we easily derive
We mention two other facts that follows from (34) and will be used further:
Denote
In a standard way (see [16] ), one can prove the following Lemma.
Lemma 7. Assume h 1 =h 1 . Then for each fixed x ∈ [0, π], the entries of the block-matrix P have the following asymptotics as |ρ| → ∞, ρ ∈ G δ :
Λ(x) := 1 2i
For simplicity, we assume that N = 0 andÑ = 0, i.e. the assertion of Theorem 1 holds for all the eigenvalues of both pencils L andL. We return to the general case in Section 6, since it requires some modifications.
Lemma 8. The following relations hold: (the defined contours have counterclockwise circuit). By Cauchy's integral formula,
where δ jk is the Kronecker delta. Put
Since we have chosenh 1 = h 1 , we can apply Lemma 7 and obtain lim
Substituting (43) into (33) and using (36), (21) and (31), we obtain
since the terms with S(x, θ) andS * (x, θ) vanish by Cauchy's theorem. Calculating the integral over γ R by the residue theorem, we arrive at (41).
2. Analogously to (43), for x ∈ [0, π], |Im ρ|, |Im θ| > b and γ R ⊂ G δ , we derive
where lim
For an arbitrary vector function Y = Y (x), in view of (35) and (33), we have
Using (33) and (35), we obtain
Combining (44), (45) and (46) and using (31), we get
Note that M(ρ) ≡ M * (ρ) by (38) and lim R→0 ε 1 R (x, ρ, θ) = 0. Therefore, calculating the integral over γ R by the residue theorem, we obtain (42).
(compare with (39), (40)). Symmetrically with the relations (41) and (42), we havẽ
Construction of the main equation in a Banach space
In the previous section, Inverse Problem 1 was reduced to the linear equation (41). However, the series in this equation does not converge absolutely, so it is inconvenient to use (41) as a main equation of the inverse problem. Now we plan to transform (41) into an equation in a Banach space of infinite sequences.
In contrast to the scalar case, the spectrum of the matrix pencil L can contain subsequences of eigenvalues with the similar asymptotics (some of ω q in (3) can be equal). In order to overcome this difficulty, we divide the eigenvalues into groups G k by asymptotics and then operate not with single eigenvalues but with the whole groups.
In this section, we assume that x ∈ [0, π] is fixed. Introduce sets G nq = {ρ ns ,ρ ns , s ∈ J q }, n ∈ w. If some ω q are equal to each other, the corresponding sets coincide. Therefore we assume (without loss of generality), that {ω q } p q=1
are all the different values among {ω q } m q=1 . Consider G nq , q = 1, p and renumerate them as G k , k ∈ Z\{0}, in the natural order.
Let
be a non-empty set of distinct numbers. Define the diameter of G:
Note that diam(G) can be zero only in the case r = 1, but then f B(G) = f (g 1 ) .
Consider a Banach space
Using (9) and Schwarz's Lemma, it is easy to see that
for ρ 1 , ρ 2 ∈ G k . Therefore ϕ(x, ρ) forms an element of B:
Denote ψ(x) := ϕ(x, ρ) |B ,ψ(x) := ϕ(x, ρ) |B . Then the relations (41) and (47) can be transformed into the following equations in the Banach space B:
where I is the identity operator in B, and R(x),R(x) are linear operators, acting from B to B.
2 The explicit form ofR(x), R(x) can be derived from (41) and (47). Further we investigate the operator R(x), the same properties forR(x) can be obtained symmetrically. According to (47), the operator R(x) acts to an arbitrary element ψ ∈ B in the following way:
Lemma 9. The series in (51) converge absolutely and the operator R(x) is bounded on B.
Proof. Consider two sets
The operator R n,0 (x, ρ) acts in B(G n ) in the following way:
where α j = m −1 nq α nq for g j = ρ nq and α j = −m −1 nqα nq for g j =ρ nq .
3
Let us prove that
Using (52), we get
Since f ∈ B(G k ), we have
Using (3), (4), (32) and Schwarz's lemma (see [19] ), it is easy to obtain the following estimates:
.
Combining these relations and using the definition of B(G n )-norm, we arrive at (53). Substitute (53) into (51):
Hence R(x) B→B < ∞.
Note that (48) is equivalent to the relation
where the operatorΘ(x) : B → B for each fixed x ∈ [0, π] is defined by the following formula:
Theorem 2. For each fixed x ∈ [0, π], the subspace of solutions of the homogeneous equation
has dimension m − rank Ω(x). In the particular case det Ω(x) = 0, equation (56) has only the trivial solution.
Proof. Let β ∈ B be a solution of (56). Then by (54),
where ψ(x) = ϕ(x, ρ) |B and K(x) is a row vector, which can be found from (55). Using (50), we get
Let K(x) be the space of solutions of the equation
, and β is a solution of (56) if and only if β = K(x)ψ(x), K(x) ∈ K(x), this yields the assertion of the Theorem. Remark 4. The operators R(x) andR(x) can be approximated by sequences of finitedimensional operators in B. Indeed, let R s k,n = R k,n for all n ∈ Z, 1 ≤ |k| ≤ s, and all the other components of R s be equal to zero. Using the estimates for R k,n from the proof of Lemma 9, it is easy the show that lim
Therefore the operatorR(x) is compact, and one can apply the first Fredholm theorem to the operator (I +R(x)) and obtain from Theorem 2 even more general result than Theorem 3: if det Ω(x) = 0, the operator (I +R(x)) has a bounded inverse on B.
Algorithm for the solution
In this section, using the main equation (57) and Theorem 3, we provide a constructive algorithm for the solution of Inverse Problem 1.
Let x ∈ [0, π] be a fixed point, such that det Ω(x) = 0. Suppose we have solved equation (57) and found z(x). Multiplying (41) by (Ω(x)) −1 , we get a formula to construct z(x, ρ) :
In a similar way to Lemma 8, it can be proved that
Note that Algorithm 2 works only for the case det Ω(x) = 0 for all x ∈ [0, π]. Further we provide a modification of this algorithm for the general case.
First let us modify step 4 of Algorithm 1 to construct a pencilL with spectral data satisfying (3) and (4) (with the same constants as the spectral data of L) and moreover, satisfying the conditionQ 6. Substituting ϕ(x, ρ) into (1) and (2), obtain
7. If δ k = π, then terminate the algorithm, otherwise put k := k + 1 and go to step 2.
Theorem 4. Algorithm 4 terminates after a finite number of steps.
Proof. Consider the pencilL constructed by Algorithm 3.
We have P ± (x) =P ± (x) for x ∈ [0, δ]. For x > δ, the following integral representations are valid
Then P ± (x) , P ± (x) ≤ C, where the constant C depends only on Q 1 . Using (39), we obtain
Choose an integer s such that π/s < 1/(2C Q 1 ). Put x k := kπ/s, k = 0, s. Then if we constructQ 1 by Algorithm 3 with δ = x k−1 , we get B δ (x) < 1/2, x ∈ (x k−1 , x k ). Hence det Ω(x) = 0 for x ∈ (x k−1 , x k ) and the main equation (57) is uniquely solvable in this interval.
It is easy to show that δ k ≥ x k for all k = 1, s. Since x s = π, the number of steps in Algortihm 4 is finite.
Multiple poles of the Weyl matrix
In this section, we consider the general case, when N is not necessary equal zero and the Weyl matrix can have multiple poles. For convenience, we assume that for |n| ≥ N the assertion of Theorem 1 holds for both collections {ρ nq , α nq } and {ρ nq ,α nq }.
Let a contour C 0 enclose the set {ρ nq ,ρ nq } |n|<N and do not contain other eigenvalues ρ nq , ρ nq , |n| ≥ N, inside or on the boundary. Then instead of relations (47) and (48), we get Similarlyψ(x) :=φ(x, ρ) |B * . Then the (66) and the analogue of (41) can be transformed into the following equations in the Banach space B * :
Ω(x)ψ(x) = ψ(x)(I +R(x)),Ω(x)ψ(x) =ψ(x)(I − R(x)),
where I is the identity operator in B * , and R(x),R(x) are linear operators, acting from B * to B * . According to (66), the operator R(x) acts to an arbitrary element ψ ∈ B in the following way: The results of Lemma 9, Theorems 2 and 3 and Remark 4 are valid for this operator as well as for one considered in Section 4. Namely, for each fixed x ∈ [0, π],
• The series in (67) converges absolutely and the operator R(x) is bounded in B * . The proof is analogous to Lemma 9, since the infinite-dimensional part of the considered operators is the same (given by R k,n (x)).
• Equation (57) (considered now as an equation in B * ) has a unique solution z(x) ∈ B * for such x ∈ [0, π] that det Ω(x) = 0. To prove this, obtain from (65) a relation in B * , similar to (54). Moreover, the operatorR(x) is compact in B * and the operator (I +R(x)) is invertible on B * .
• Equation (57) in the Banach space B * can be used in Algorithm 4 (with obvious modifications of the Algorithm) for the recovery of the pencil L from its spectral data SD.
